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COMPACTIFICATION AND TREES OF SPHERES COVERS
MATTHIEU ARFEUX
Abstract. The space of dynamically marked rational maps can be identified
with a subspace of the space of covers between trees of spheres on which there
is a notion of convergence that makes it sequentially compact. In this paper
we describe a topology on the quotient of this space under the natural action
of its group of isomorphisms. This topology is proved to be consistent with
this notion of convergence.
1. Introduction
We denote by S := P1(C) the Riemann sphere.For d ≥ 1, we denote by Ratd
the space of rational maps f : S → S of degree d ≥ 1 endowed with the topology
of uniform convergence. In particular, Aut(S) := Rat1 is the group of Moebius
transformations and acts on Ratd by conjugacy :
Aut(S)× Ratd 3 (φ, f) 7→ φ ◦ f ◦ φ−1 ∈ Ratd.
We are interested in the quotient ratd of Ratd by this action. The space ratd is
not compact for any d. In this paper we study spaces of rational maps marked by
portraits and a compactification of the associated moduli space defined below.
Let X be a finite set with at least 3 elements. A sphere marked by X is an
injection x : X → S. A portrait F of degree d ≥ 2 is a pair (F,deg) where
• F : Y → Z is a map between two finite sets Y and Z and
• deg : Y → {1, 2, . . . , d} is a function that satisfies∑
a∈Y
(
deg(a)− 1) = 2d− 2 and ∑
a∈F−1(b)
deg(a) = d for all b ∈ Z.
Typically, Z ⊂ S is a finite set, F : Y → Z is the restriction of a rational map
f : S → S to Y := f−1(Z) of degree d and deg(a) is the local degree of f at a.
In this case, the Riemann-Hurwitz formula and the conditions on the function deg
implies that Z contains the set of critical values of f so that f : S− Y → S− Z is
an unbranched cover.
Definition (Marked rational map). A rational map marked by a degree d portrait
F is a triple (f, y, z) where
• f ∈ Ratd
• y : Y → S and z : Z → S are marked spheres,
• f ◦ y = z ◦ F on Y and
• degy(a)f = deg(a) for a ∈ Y .
Key Words: limits of dynamical systems, compactification, rescaling limits, Deligne-
Mumford Compactification, algebraic geometry, trees of spheres, 37F20
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If (f, y, z) is marked by F, we have the following commutative diagram :
Y
y //
F

S
f

Z
z
// S.
Note that in particular, from the definition of F it follows that y(Y ) = f−1(z(Z)).
Definition (Dynamically marked rational map). A rational map dynamically marked
by (F, X) is a triple (f, y, z) which is a rational map marked by F such that
X ⊆ Y ∩ Z and y|X = z|X .
We denote by RatF the set of rational maps marked by F and RatF,X the set of
rational maps dynamically marked by (F, X).
The group Aut(S) acts on RatF by pre-composition and post-composition: a pair
of Moebius transformations (φ, ψ) ∈ Aut(S)×Aut(S) maps the marked rational map
(f, y, z) ∈ RatF to
(φ ◦ f ◦ ψ−1, ψ ◦ y, φ ◦ z) ∈ RatF
as in the following diagram:
Y
y //
F

S
f

ψ // S
φ◦f◦ψ−1

Z
z
// S
φ
// S.
We denote by ratF the quotient of RatF by the action of Aut(S)×Aut(S).
Likewise, the group Aut(S) acts on RatF,X by conjugacy: a Moebius transfor-
mation φ ∈ Aut(S) maps the dynamically marked rational map (f, y, z) ∈ RatF,X
to
(φ ◦ f ◦ φ−1, φ ◦ y, φ ◦ z) ∈ RatF,X .
We denote by ratF,X the quotient of RatF,X by the action of Aut(S).
For any finite set E with at least three elements, we define the moduli space
ModE to be the space of spheres marked by E modulo post-composition by Moebius
transformations. As cardX ≥ 3 and if (f, y, z) ∈ RatF, then f is determined by the
pair (y, z). Indeed, a rational map is totally determined if we know the preimages,
with multiplicities, of any triple of points. Thus ratF,X naturally injects into the
product of the moduli space of spheres marked by Y and by Z,
ratF,X → ModY ×ModZ .
In fact, one can prove that given a portrait F, the natural projection
ratF → ModY
is also injective, i.e. [y] ∈ ModY characterizes [(f, y, z)] ∈ ratF.
Main goal.
In [FT] R. Funahashi and M. Taniguchi define a compactification ModE of ModE
by adding equivalence classes of noded spheres. This compactification can be iden-
tified with special cases of compactifications introduced by Deligne and Mumford
in [DM] and by Bers in [Bers]. In Section 2, we rephrase [FT] with the vocabulary
of trees of spheres from [A1]. We will denote this compactification by ModE . We
introduce the set M̂odE of trees of spheres marked by E (cf Figure 1) modulo a
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certain notion of isomorphism between trees of spheres. Considering QuadE, the
set of quadruples of distinct elements of E, we prove the following:
Theorem 1. By taking cross ratios, the image of the embedding
B : M̂odE → SQuadE
is equal to the [FT] closure of ModE.
Corollary. The map B endows M̂odE with a topology that makes it compact.
We define a convergence notion on M̂odE as in [A1], and prove that it is com-
patible with this topology on ModX . Furthermore, we extends the results of [FT]
to give a combinatorial characterization of the elements of B(M̂odE) (cf Theorem
2.6). This characterization will be particularly useful later in the article.
In section 3, we compactify ratF of as a subspace of ModY by taking its closure
in ModY . To do this, we introduce r̂atF to be the set R̂atF of covers between trees
of spheres modulo some notion of isomorphism. The space ratF is the subspace
consisting in classes of covers between trees with only one internal vertex and it
can be identified with ratF.
Theorem 2. The natural projection map I : r̂atF → ModY is injective and the
topological space r̂atF is compact as the closure of ratF,
ie: I(r̂atF) = I(ratF).
We define a notion of convergence on R̂atF as in [A1] and we prove that it is
compatible with this topology.
In Section 4, we identify ratF,X with a subset of ratF. Hence, it is also endowed
with a topology. We introduce dynF,X the set of dynamical systems between trees
of spheres modulo a certain notion of isomorphism and prove that it can also be
identified with a subset of r̂atF. The elements of ratF,X can be identified with
isomorphism classes of dynamical systems between trees of spheres. We prove the
following result.
Theorem 3. The space dynF,X is compact.
We prove in particular that this topology is compatible with the dynamical con-
vergence defined in [A1]. We show that the discussions in [A2] prove the following
inclusions:
ratF,X ( dynF,X ( r̂atF.
Important note: Mathematically, this paper has to be considered before [A1] as it is
totally independent from it whereas [A1] cites this paper. However, [A1] is a better
introduction to the motivations behind the study of such questions and the author
spends more time to describe the tools used here.
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Figure 1. On the left, a combinatorial tree TX for
X = {x1 . . . x7}. On the right, the representation of a tree
of spheres whose combinatorial tree is TX .
2. Isomorphism classes of trees of spheres
2.1. Introduction. In this subsection we recall notions and notations introduced
in [A1].
Let X be a finite set with at least 3 elements. A (projective) tree of spheres T
marked by X (or T X , cf example on Figure 1) is the following data :
• a combinatorial tree T (or TX) marked by X, disjoint union of its set of
vertices V and its set of edges E, whose set of leaves (external vertices) is
X and such that every internal vertex has at least valence 3 (stability), and
• for each internal vertex v of T , an injection iv : Ev → Sv of the set Ev of
edges adjacent to v into a projective sphere Sv.
We denote by {v, v′} the edge between two vertices v and v′ if it exists. We use the
notation Xv := iv(Ev) and define the map av : X → Sv such that av(x) := iv(e) if
x and e lie in the same connected component of T − {v}. We say that iv(e) is the
attaching point of the edge e on v or Sv.
For ? ∈ T \{v} we denote by Bv(?) the connected component of T \{v} containing
?. It is called the branch at v containing ?. For any vertex v′ in a branch Bv(e)
where e is an edge adjacent to v. We will also make use of the notation iv(v
′) for
the attaching point iv(e).
We denote by [v, v′] the arc (i.e. injective path) between v and v′. We will also
denote it by [v1, v2, . . . vk] if v = v1, v
′ = vk and the vertices vi are adjacent to the
vi+1.
We will later identify trees with only one internal vertex with marked spheres
defined below.
Definition 2.1. A sphere marked by X is an injection
x : X → S.
2.2. Isomorphism of combinatorial trees and partitions.
Definition 2.2 (Tree maps). A (combinatorial) tree map is a map between two
combinatorial trees that maps internal vertices to internal vertices, external ones
to external ones, edges to edges and two adjacent vertices to adjacent ones.
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Definition 2.3 (Isomorphism of marked trees). An isomorphism between two com-
binatorial trees marked by X is a tree map which is bijective and restricts to the
identity on X.
Define Pv := {Bv(e)∩X | e ∈ Ev}. By convention, a partition does not contain
the element ∅. For all v internal vertex, Pv is a partition of X.
Let ψ be the map between the set of trees marked by X and the set of collections
of partitions of X that maps T to
ψ(T ) = {Pv ⊂ X|v internal vertex of TX}.
The goal of this section is to give a characterization of the image of this map
and of the isomorphism classes of combinatorial trees marked by X.
Definition 2.4 (Admissible collection of partitions). A collection P of partitions
is admissible if it satisfies the following properties :
(1) every partition P ∈ P contains at least three distinct elements,
(2) for all partition P ∈ P and all subset B ∈ P , either there exists a partition
P ′ ∈ P containing X −B, or B = {x} with x ∈ X,
(3) if P1 ∈ P and P2 ∈ P are two distinct partitions, then P1 ∩ P2 = ∅.
Remark 2.5. If T is a combinatorial tree, then ψ(T ) is clearly a collection of ad-
missible partitions (a detailed proof can be found in [A]).
We prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2.6. Two combinatorial trees T and T ′ are isomorphic if and only if
ψ(T ) = ψ(T ′). If T is a combinatorial tree, then ψ(T ) is a collection of admissible
partitions, and every admissible collection of partition is the image of a (stable)
tree.
Corollary 2.7. The map ψ induces a bijection between the set of isomorphism
classes of trees and the set of admissible collections of partitions.
We finish this section by the proof of Theorem 2.6.
Take any admissible collection of partitions P. Define a set of vertices VT = P ∪X.
Define a set of edges ET as the set of {P1, P2} for all P1 ∈ P and P2 ∈ P such that
we have Bi ∈ P1 and B2 ∈ P2 satisfying B1 ∪ B2 = X with B1 ∩ B2 = ∅ and the
{P0, x} satisfying P0 ∈ P and {x} ∈ P0. We define the graph TP to be VT unionsq ET .
Lemma 2.8. Let x ∈ X. Every vertex v ∈ VT \{x} can be connected to the vertex
x by a unique arc. Moreover, if the first edge of this arc is {v, P}, then x ∈ P .
Proof. Define v1 := v. We are looking for an arc [v1, v2, v3, . . . , vk, x].
If v1 ∈ X then the second property assures the existence of a vertex v2 such
that {v1} lies in the partition. Then we are in the case v1 /∈ X. We find the vi
recursively.
Recurrence hypothesis: there exist v2, . . . , vi such that [v1, v2, . . . , vi] is an arc
and the element Bi of vi containing x is included in the one of vi−1 containing x.
Suppose that it is true for some i ∈ N. Let Bi be this element. If Bi = {x} then
by construction {vi, {x}} ∈ ET and [v1, v2, . . . , vi, {x}] is the desired arc. If not,
we find vi+1 containing X\Bi ∈ VT . Thus {vi, vi+1} ∈ ET . If Bi+1 is the subset
of vi+1 containing x then Bi+1 and X\Bi are two elements of the partition vi+1 so
we have Bi+1 ⊂ Bi as desired. The property is true for i+ 1.
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This construction stops because the inclusions of Bi are strict. In addition we
always have x ∈ Bi. It follows that if vk is the last vertex of the constructed arc
then vk = x.
This arc is unique because the hypothesis Bi+1 ⊂ Bi is necessary and induces
the unicity for the choice of the vertices choices at every step. The end of the lemma
follows from the construction. 
Corollary 2.9. The graph TP is a combinatorial tree marked by X and ψ(TP) = P.
Proof. For TP , the connectivity and the non existence of cycle is clear from
Lemma 2.8. The stability is direct from the first property of Definition 2.4, and by
construction the leaves of our tree are the elements of X. Hence TP is a combina-
torial tree marked by X.
Now we prove that ψ(TP) = P. Let v1 ∈ VT . Denote by P = {p1, . . . , pk}
the associated partition at the edges {pi, ?} of v1. From Lemma 2.8 deduce that
Bv1({pi, ?}) ⊆ p1. But P is a partition so it is an equality. 
Thus we proved the following:
Corollary 2.10. The map ψ is surjective onto the set of admissible collections of
partitions.
Proof. (Theorem 2.6) Remark 2.5 and Corollary 2.10 prove the two first state-
ments.
As an isomorphism between combinatorial trees is a tree map, we deduce that it
maps an arc to an arc, so a branch to a branch, and it follows that two isomorphic
combinatorial trees have the same image by φ.
Suppose that two combinatorial trees T and T ′ have the same image by φ. Let
us prove that T and T ′ are isomorphic. Any internal vertex v ∈ T has at least
three branches and every branch contains at least one element of X. Take three
elements of X lying in three different branches of v. Then there exists a unique
internal vertex v′ ∈ T ′ that has these three elements in different branches. Let us
define M(v) := v′. As φ(T ) = φ(T ′), this does not depend on the choice of the
elements in X. For x ∈ X we define M(x) := x.
Let us prove that M is a tree map. For simplicity we are going to suppose that
T ′ = Tφ(T ). Take v and w two adjacent vertices of T . Suppose that neither v or w
are leaves. Then it is clear that Bv(w) = X \Bw(v). Because M(v) and M(w) give
the same partitions of X as v and w, the construction of Tφ(T ) insures that M(v)
and M(v′) are adjacent. The case when v or w is a leaf is similar.

2.3. Isomorphism of trees of spheres and topology.
Definition 2.11 (Isomorphism of trees of spheres). An isomorphism M : T1 → T2
between two trees of spheres marked by X is an isomorphism M : T1 → T2 between
the corresponding combinatorial trees and for every internal vertex v ∈ T1, a (pro-
jective) isomorphism mv : Sv → SM(v) that maps the attaching point of an adjacent
edge e to the attaching point of M(e).
Let TX be the set of trees of spheres marked by X. We define on TX an equiv-
alence relation given by : T ∼ T ′ if and only if there exists an isomorphism
M : T → T ′ of trees of spheres marked by X. Note that it follows that for all
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internal vertex v of T , mv : Sv → SM(v) is an isomorphism and aM(v) = mv ◦ av.
We will sometime use the notation T ∼M T ′.
We call moduli space of trees of spheres marked by X and denote by M̂odX the
quotient of the set TX by this equivalence relation. We denote by ModX the set
of isomorphism class of a tree of spheres with a unique internal vertex marked by
X.
The moduli space ModX of spheres marked by X is the set of injections of X in
S modulo post-composition by a Moebius transformation. If v is the unique vertex
of T ∈ModX , then T is determined by the element [av] ∈ ModX . Reversely, given
an element [i : X → S] ∈ ModX , we can define a tree T marked by X that has
a unique internal vertex v with Sv = S and av = i. We will freely consider these
elements in ModX or ModX according to convenience.
The space space ModX is equipped with a quasi projective variety structure.
Indeed, if we choose three distinct points of X, we can associate to every element
of ModX the set of their cross ratios with the other elements of X and which does
not depend on the choice of a representative.
For this method, the three points that we chose plays a particular role. As in
[FT], we avoid this problem by considering QuadX, the set of quadruples of distinct
elements of X and considering the embedding :
BX : ModX → SQuadX
that associates to [i] ∈ ModX the collection of the cross ratios
[i(x1), i(x2), i(x3), i(x4)](x1,x2,x3,x4)∈QuadX .
We are going to use this approach to give to M̂odX a projective variety structure.
Denote by TripX the set of triples of distinct elements of X. Consider a combi-
natorial tree T marked by X. Take t := (x0, x1, x∞) ∈ TripX. The vertices x0, x1
and x∞ are separated by a unique vertex vt. We say that this vertex separates the
triple t.
If this T is the combinatorial tree of a tree of spheres T , then the map avt maps
the three elements of t to distinct images. So there exists a unique projective chart
σt : Svt → S satisfying σt ◦ avt(x0) = 0, σt ◦ avt(x1) = 1 and σt ◦ avt(x∞) =∞. The
map σt is called the t-chart of T . Define
αt := σt ◦ avt : X → S.
One can easily check that the composition σt ◦avt : X → S does not depend on the
choice of a representative in the class of T .
Recall that QuadX is the set of quadruples of distinct elements of X.
Definition 2.12. We define the following map:
BX : M̂odX → SQuadX
that maps every [T ] ∈ M̂odX to the collection of the (αt(x))(t,x)∈QuadX .
The map BX defines a topology on M̂odX . We will sometime simply write B
when there is no possible confusion. The following lemma implies that this topology
is Haussdorff.
Lemma 2.13. The map B is injective.
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Proof. Let T be a tree of spheres marked by X. For a fixed t ∈ TripX, the data
of αt(x) is sufficient to build the map av when t is separated by the vertex v of T .
Every internal vertex v is adjacent to at least three edges, so we can always find an
element of TripX separated by v. Thus, Theorem 2.6 assures that the class of T is
uniquely determined. 
Remark 2.14. It follows that the map B is an homeomorphism onto its image that
equips ModX with a quasi projective variety structure which is the same as the
one of ModX (via the identification).
2.4. Convergence notion. We define as in [A1] the notion of convergence of a
sequence of marked spheres to a marked tree of spheres as follows.
Definition 2.15 (Convergence of marked spheres). A sequence of marked spheres
xn : X → Sn converges to a tree of spheres T X if for all internal vertex v of T X ,
there exists a (projective) isomorphism φn,v : Sn → Sv such that φn,v ◦xn converges
to av.
We will use the notation xn −→
φn
T X or simply xn → T X . This convergence
notion is compatible with the topology.
Lemma 2.16. Let (Tn)n and (T ′n)n be two sequences of spheres marked by X and
let T and T ′ be two trees of spheres marked by X.
(1) (quotient)
• if T ∼ T ′, then Tn → T ⇐⇒ Tn → T ′.
• if Tn ∼ T ′n′, then Tn → T ⇐⇒ T ′n → T .
(2) (unicity of the limit) if Tn → T and Tn → T ′, then T ∼ T ′.
Proof. If Tn →φn T and T ′ ∼M T then Tn →φ′n T ′ with φn,v = mv ◦ φ′n,v. In
addition, if Tn ∼M T ′n →φ′n T then Tn →φ′n◦M T which concludes the proof of
point 1.
For point 2, suppose that Tn →φn T and Tn →φ′n T ′. For every internal vertex
v of T , chose a triple t ∈ TripX such that v separates t. Denote by v′ the vertex
of T ′ separated by the same t. The map σ′t ◦ φ′−1n,v′ ◦ φn,v ◦ σ−1t is a Moebius
transformation that fixes 0, 1 and∞, so it is the identity. Thus φ′−1n,v′ ◦φn,v converges
to an isomorphism mv. 
Proposition 2.17. The map B defines the same convergence notion as the one
on trees of spheres on ModX , ie :
Tn → T if and only if B([Tn])→B([T ]).
Proof. Lemma 2.16 assures that these two formulations are equivalent. Suppose
that Tn −→
φn
T . Let t ∈ TripX. Let x ∈ X which does not lie in t. Let σn,t be the
t-chart of Tn. Let σt be the t-chart of T . Let v be the vertex of T defined by t.
Then mn := σt ◦ φ−1n,v ◦ σn,t (cf the following diagram) is a Moebius transformation
that fixes 0, 1 and ∞ so mn is the identity.
X
an //
av   
Sn
σn,t //
φn,v

S
mn

Sv σt
// S
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Then we have
σn,t ◦ an(x) = mn ◦ σn,t ◦ an(x) = σt ◦ φn,v ◦ an(x)→ σt ◦ av(x).
Thus αn,t → αt so B([Tn])→ B([T ]).
If in addition B([Tn]) → B([T ]), for all internal vertex v of T denote by tv a
triple that defines v and σn,tv the tv-chart of Tn. Define φn,v := σ−1n,tv ◦ σtv . Then
we have φn,v ◦ an → av. 
The notion of convergence of a sequence of trees of spheres is not used in this
paper. Let us however make it explicit in the remark below.
Remark 2.18 (Convergence of trees). Let (Tn)n be a sequence of trees marked by X
and T ∈ M̂odX . For all t ∈ TripX we denote by vn,t the vertex of T Xn separating
t. By the definition of B we know that (Tn)n converges to T if
∀t ∈ TripX,∃φn,vn,t ∈ Aut(Svn,t ,Svt), φn,vn,t ◦ an,vn,t → av.
To conclude this section, we state the following useful property for which we
recall a proof from [A1] to make clear the independence with this latter paper.
Lemma 2.19. Let v and v′ be two distinct internal vertices of T X , and consider
a sequence of marked spheres (xn)n such that xn −→
φn
T X . Then the sequence
of isomorphisms (φn,v′ ◦ φ−1n,v)n converges locally uniformly outside iv(v′) to the
constant iv′(v).
Proof. Each vertex v and v′ has three edges and every branch has at least a leaf,
so there exist four marked points χ1, χ2, χ3, χ4 ∈ X such that v separates χ1, χ2
and v′, and the vertex v′ separates χ3, χ4 and v.
We define for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
ξj := av(χj), ξ
′
j := av′(χj), ξj,n := φn,v ◦ xn(χj) and ξ′j,n := φn,v′ ◦ xn(χj).
From the hypothesis, ξj,n → ξj and ξ′j,n → ξ′j when n → ∞. Moreover, ξ3 = ξ4 =
iv(v
′) and ξ′1 = ξ
′
2 = iv′(v). After maybe post-composing φn,v and φn,v′ by some
automorphisms of Sv and Sv′ converging to the identity when n→∞ (so who don’t
change the limit of φn,v′ ◦ φ−1n,v), we can suppose that for all n,
ξ1,n = ξ1, ξ2,n = ξ2, ξ3,n = ξ3, ξ
′
1,n = ξ
′
1, ξ
′
3,n = ξ
′
3 and ξ
′
4,n = ξ
′
4.
Now we consider the projective charts σ on Sv and σ′ on Sv′ defined by :
(1) σ(ξ1) = 0, σ(ξ2) = 1 and σ(ξ3) =∞;
(2) σ′(ξ′1) = 0, σ
′(ξ′4) = 1 and σ
′(ξ′3) =∞.
The Moebius transformation Mn := σ
′ ◦ φn,v′ ◦ φ−1n,v ◦ σ−1 fixes 0 and ∞ and maps
σ(ξ4) to 1. Thus
Mn(z) =
z
λn
with σ(ξ4,n) −→
n→∞∞.
Consequently, Mn converges locally uniformly outside infinity to the constant map
equal to zero. Thus, φn,v′ ◦φ−1n,v = σ′−1 ◦Mn ◦ σ converges locally uniformly to the
constant (σ′)−1(0) = iv′(v) outside σ−1(∞) = iv(v′). 
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2.5. Compactness. In this section we prove that
B(M̂odX) = B(ModX).
The proof will be divided into two inclusions (Lemma 2.20 and Lemma 2.23).
Lemma 2.20. The set ModX is dense in M̂odX . In particular we have
B(M̂odX) ⊆ B(ModX).
In order to prove this, we use the notion of convex hull :
Definition 2.21 (Convex hull). For every combinatorial tree T and every set of
vertices V ′ ⊂ T , the convex hull of V ′ is the sub tree consisting of the arcs connecting
the elements of V ′.
Note that it is the smallest subtree of T containing V ′ (connected hull).
Proof. [Lemma 2.20] By Proposition 2.17, the two formulations are equivalents:
it is sufficient to show that every tree of spheres marked by X is the limit of
spheres marked by X. Define X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn0}. For 3 ≤ k ≤ n0, define by
Xk := {x1, . . . , xk} and denote by Convk the set of vertices of valence greater then
3 of the convex hull of Xk in T . We prove by recurrence on k that we can find a
sequence of spheres (Tn)n marked by Xk and for all internal vertex v ∈ Convk a
sequence of isomorphisms φn,v : Sn → Sv such that φn,v ◦ an → av where an will
always denote the marking of Sn which is the sphere of the internal vertex of Tn.
If k = 3, Convk has a unique vertex v. Take for all n ∈ N a sphere equipped with
a complex structure Sn and some injection an : Xk → Sn. As Xk has only three
elements, there exists a unique isomorphism φn,v : Sn → Sv such that φn,v ◦an and
av are equal on Xk. Thus we have φn,v ◦ an → av.
Suppose that the property is true for a given k with 3 ≤ k < n0. Denote by
(Sn)n and (φn,v)n∈N,v∈Convk the sequences given by the recursive assumption. Let
v0 be the vertex of Convk+1 which is the closest to xk+1 (counting the number of
vertices in [v0, xk+1]).
If v0 ∈ Convk then Convk = Convk+1. Define
U :=
⋃
n∈N
φn,v0 ◦ an(Xk).
As φn,v ◦ an → av and Bv0(xk+1)∩Xk = ∅, U has a finite number of elements in a
small enough neighborhood of av0(xk+1). Then we can chose an arbitrary sequence
(ζn)n of elements of Sv0\U such that ζn → av0(xk+1). We define a′n : Xk+1 → Sn
equal to an on Xk and such that a
′
n(xk+1) := ζn. As ζn /∈ U , the map an is an
injection and we have φn,v ◦a′n(xk+1)→ av(xk+1). In addition Lemma 2.19 assures
that for every other vertex of Convk we have φn,v ◦ a′n(xk+1)→ av(xk+1).
If v0 /∈ Convk, then either v0 lies on an arc between two spheres or there exists
a leaf x ∈ Xk such that x and v0 are adjacent.
In the first case, take these two spheres v1 ∈ B1, v2 ∈ B2 of Convk where B1
and B2 are two distinct branches on v0.Define X
i = Bi ∩ Xk. We know that
v1 lies in an arc [z1, z
′
1] with z1, z
′
1 ∈ X1 and that v2 lies in an arc [z2, z′2]. We
define the triples t1 := (z1, z
′
1, z2) separated by the sphere v1 and t2 := (z2, z
′
2, z1)
separated by the sphere v2. Recall that σt? is the t?-chart of T . If we define
Mn := σt2 ◦φn,v2 ◦φ−1n,v1 ◦σ−1t1 , from the choices of t? we have ∀ξ ∈ Cˆ,Mn(ξ) = λn/ξ
with λn →∞.
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Define
U1 :=
⋃
n∈N
σt1 ◦ φn,v1 ◦ an(Xk),
and ξn :=
√
λn + ε with ε ∈ C independent of n and chosen such that (ξn)n avoids
U1. We define an(xk+1) := φ
−1
n,v1 ◦ σ−1t1 (ξn). Note that by definition, we have
φn,v1 ◦ an(xk+1)→ av1(xk+1),
Mn(ξn) = λn/(
√
λn + ε)→∞, and we also have
φn,v2 ◦ an(xk+1)→ av2(xk+1).
Let φn,v0 : Sn → Sv0 be the unique isomorphism such that
φn,v0(an(z1)) = av0(z1), φn,v0(an(z2)) = av0(z2)
and
φn,v0(an(x)) = av0(x).
Define t := (z1, x, z2) and let σt be the t-chart of T . Define
Nn := σt0 ◦ φn,v0 ◦ φ−1n,v1 ◦ σ−1t1 .
We note that ∀ξ ∈ Cˆ, Nn(ξ) = ξ/(ξn). As for all x ∈ X1, σt1 ◦φn,v1 ◦an(x) converges
to a finite limit, we have
σt = φn,v0(an(x)) = Nn(σt1 ◦ φn,v1 ◦ an(x))→ 0 = σt ◦ av0(x).
By the same kind of considerations on v2, we prove that for every v ∈ Convk, from
Lemma 2.19, we have φn,v ◦ a′n(xk+1)→ av(xk+1).
If there exists a leaf x ∈ Xk such that x and v0 are adjacent, then v0 is adjacent
to a unique internal vertex v1 of Convk and separates the vertices x, v0 and v1. We
define an(xk+1) as a sequence such that φn,v1 ◦an(xk+1)→ φn,v1(xk) and such that
an|Xk+1 is injective. We conclude as before by taking φn,v0 the unique isomorphism
mapping the attaching points on Sn of the branches containing x, xk and x′ to the
one of Sv. 
Remark 2.22. Lemma 2.20 can be proven by gluing spheres minus a finite number
of points. This other method is called a “plumbing” and this point of view closer
to the one of [FT]. We will use this technic for example in the proof of Proposition
3.15.
Lemma 2.23. The set B(M̂odX) is closed and
B(ModX) ⊆ B(M̂odX).
Proof. Let (Tn)n be some sequence of spheres marked by X. For every t ∈ TripX,
we denote by σn,t the t-chart of Tn, then we have σt,n ◦ an,t converges to a map
that we will denote by at : X → Cˆ.
Every at defines a partition Pt of X which are classes of the following equivalence
relation: x ∼ x′ if and only if at(x) = at(x′). We prove that the collection P of the
Pt for t ∈ TripX is an admissible set of partitions.
-Property 1. Elements of t have distinct images so Pt contains at least three
elements.
-Property 2. Take Pt ∈ P and B ∈ Pt. By definition, for all element x /∈ B, we
have at(x) /∈ at(B) = {?}. Let t0 be a triple of points with at least two elements
of B. From Lemma 2.19, the partition Pt0 has a set B0 containing X − B. If
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B0 = X\B then we are done. If not, B0 ∩B 6= ∅. Then we consider another triple
t1 ∈ (X\B)× (B0 ∩B)×B that contains an edge B1 containing X\B but such
that card(B1) < card(B0). We continue until that card(Bi) = card(X\B).
-Property 3. We first note that if t is a triple of elements of X in distinct subsets
of Pt′ , then we have Pt = Pt′ . Take t1 and t2 such that there exists B ∈ Pt1∩Pt2 non
empty and suppose by contradiction that Pt1 6= Pt2 . This provides the existence of
a set B2 ∈ Pt2 \ {B} and x1, x2 ∈ B2 such that x1 and x2 are in distinct elements
of Pt1 . As Pt2 has at least three elements we take x3 /∈ B2 ∪ B. Take xB ∈ B.
Define t′2 := (x1, x3, xB) and t
′
1 = (x1, x2, x3). According to the preceding remark,
we have Pt1 = Pt′1 and Pt2 = Pt′2 . From Lemma 2.19, as an,t′2(x1) and an,t′2(x2)
tend to the same limit, an,t′1(x3) and an,t′1(xB) too. So, from the point of view of
Pt1 , as we have xB ∈ B, we deduce that x3 ∈ B which is a contradiction.
According to corollary 2.7, the set P determines a unique combinatorial tree
(up to isomorphism) and, at each vertex, the associated partition corresponds to
the associated partition at an at. Fix a combinatorial tree T in this isomorphism
class and for each of its internal vertices v a triple tv such that the partition of atv
corresponds to the partition of v. Define φn,v = an,tv and Sv = S for every internal
vertex v. The tree T equipped to the spheres Sv and the av := atv is a tree of
spheres T and by construction we have Tn →φn T . 
2.6. Proof of Theorem 1, comparison with [FT]. We have to check that the
result of the previous section is exactly Theorem 1. We leave this as an easy exercise
to the reader after recalling below the key steps and the notations of [FT]. (All the
labelings below make reference to the ones in [FT].)
(1) Let N ∈ N with N > 3. The virtual moduli space of type (0, N) is denoted
by VM(0, N) and identified with the set VConf(N, Cˆ), the set of isomor-
phism classes of the configuration space of N distinct points on Cˆ. (The
set VConf(N, Cˆ) corresponds to ModE for N := card(E).)
(2) Proposition 1.5 states that B|ModE is injective, so VConf(N, Cˆ) is identified
with B(ModE).
(3) Definition 1.7 defines a compactification VConf(N, Cˆ)∗ of VConf(N, Cˆ) to
be B(ModE).
(4) Definition 1.9 introduce a new set V̂Conf(N, Cˆ) which contains VConf(N, Cˆ).
(5) The set V̂Conf(N, Cˆ) is identified to V̂M(0, N) which has a definition clearly
equivalent to the one of M̂odE here. Definition 1.10 defines the topology
on V̂Conf(N, Cˆ) to be the one of V̂M(0, N).
(6) Theorem 1.13 states that VConf(N, Cˆ)∗ and V̂Conf(N, Cˆ) are homeomor-
phic.
3. Isomorphism classes of covers
3.1. Introduction. In this subsection we define some notions that one can find
with more details in [A1] and we also prove a useful technical lemma.
The generalization of marked rational maps (defined in the introduction) is the
notion of (holomorphic) cover between trees of spheres. A cover F : T Y → T Z
between two trees of spheres marked by Y and Z is the following data
• a combinatorial tree map F : TY → TZ ,
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• for each internal vertex v of TY and w := F (v) of TZ , an holomorphic
ramified cover fv : Sv → Sw that satisfies the following properties:
– the restriction fv : Sv − Yv → Sw − Zw is a cover,
– fv ◦ iv = iw ◦ F ,
– if e is an edge between two internal vertices v and v′, then the local
degree of fv at iv(e) is the same as the local degree of fv′ at iv′(e).
In [A1], it is independently proven that a cover F between trees of spheres is such
that F is surjective and there is a global degree, denoted by deg(F).
We will denote by R̂atF the set of covers between trees of spheres with portrait
F = (F |Y ,deg|Y ) and RatF the set of covers between two trees that have a unique
internal vertex (we respectively talk about covers between trees of spheres marked
by F and of covers between spheres marked by F). The set RatF is naturally
identified with the space RatF defined in the introduction.
3.2. Isomorphisms of covers between trees.
Definition 3.1 (Isomorphism between covers). An isomorphism between two cov-
ers between trees of spheres F1 : T Y1 → T Z1 and F2 : T Y2 → T Z2 is a pair of
isomorphisms between trees of spheres (MY ,MZ) such that:
• T Y1 ∼MY T Y2 and T Z1 ∼MZ T Z2 ;
• for all the vertices v1 ∈ TY1 , v2 := MY (v1) ∈ TY2 , w1 := F1(v1) ∈ TZ1 and
w2 := F2(v2) ∈ TZ2 , the following diagram commutes:
Sv1
f1,v1

mYv1 // Sv2
f2,v2

Sw1
mZw1 // Sw2 .
Thus we write F1 ∼ F2 or F1 ∼(MY ,MZ) F2. AsMY andMZ are invertible, it is
an equivalence relation. Equivalence classes of this relation are called Isomorphism
classes of covers between tree of spheres.
Note that two covers between trees of spheres which are isomorphic have the same
degree and same portrait. Thus we can talk about the degree and the portrait of
an isomorphism class of covers between trees of spheres.
We denote by r̂atF the quotient of R̂atF by this equivalence relation and ratF
the one of RatF.
3.3. Marked covers, projections and topology. Recall that TX denote the set
of trees of spheres marked by X. Define
I : R̂atF → TY × TZ
that associate (T Y , T Z) to F : T Y → T Z . We prove the following proposition by
recurrence on the cardinal of Y .
Proposition 3.2. The map I : R̂atF → TY × TZ is an injection. It descends to
an injective map in the quotient:
[I] : r̂atF →ModY ×ModZ .
The proof of this proposition follows essentially from the following fact: two
maps from the Riemann sphere to itself such that preimages of three distinct points
coincide (with multiplicity) are equals. First we prove the following lemma:
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Lemma 3.3. Every tree of sphere is either a marked sphere or it has an internal
vertex which is adjacent to exactly another one.
Proof. Indeed, consider a leaf and an arc from this leaf which has a maximal
number of edges. If this arc is empty, then there is only one vertex so we don’t
have to consider this case. The case where the tree has only two vertices is similar.
Thus we suppose that we are not in these cases.
Then the arc has the form
C = [v1, v2, . . . , vk−1, vk].
with vk−1 6= v1. Note that vk is necessarily a leaf because, if not, it will have an
edge connecting it to another vertex that allows to extend the arc. If vk−1 does
not satisfies the property then vk−1 is adjacent to another internal vertex v′k that
doesn’t lie in the arc. As v′k is an internal vertex, it is also adjacent to a vertex
v′k+1 that doesn’t lie in the arc. Then C
′ = [v1, v2, . . . , vk−1, v′k, v
′
k+1] would be an
arc longer than C. Thus vk−1 satisfies the desired property. 
Proof. (Proposition 3.2) We prove this result by induction on the cardinal of Y .
We begin with the case card(Y ) = 3. Take F : T Y → T Z in R̂atF. We prove
that F is uniquely determined by I(F). If Y has only three elements then TY has
a unique internal vertex v. Then TZ has only one internal vertex v′ which is the
image of v. The combinatorial tree map is uniquely determined. Moreover, as Z has
three elements and as we know all their preimages, we know the preimages of three
attaching points of three edges on Sv′ by fv. So fv is also uniquely determined.
Let Y be a set of cardinal n > 3. Take F : T Y → T Z in R̂atF. Suppose that
we know (T Y , T Z) and we prove that F is uniquely determined.
If TY has only one internal vertex then we do the same proof as before. We
suppose that it is not the case. According to Lemma 3.3, TY has an internal vertex
v adjacent to a unique internal vertex. Let y be a leaf adjacent to v (it exists
because TY is stable). The image of v is necessarily adjacent to z := F (y) which is
a leaf. Hence w := F (v) is uniquely determined. As TY has more than one internal
vertex, w is adjacent to an internal vertex w′. The preimages of w are the vertices
adjacent to the preimages of the z. Similarly the preimages of w′ are all the internal
vertices adjacent to v. Thus the preimages of w and w′ are uniquely determined.
Now suppose that v is a preimage of w. Given that TZ is stable, w is adjacent
to some z′′ ∈ Z −{z}. So we know the preimages of two of its points by fv. Define
e := {w,w′}. As we know the preimages of w′ and of w, the preimages by fv of the
attaching point of e on w are the attaching points on v of the edges of v connecting
v to some internal vertices. As we know the preimages of three distinct points of
w by fv, the map fv is uniquely determined.
Thus the preimage by F of B := Bw′(e) is uniquely determined. Define T
′′ :=
V Z\B and T ′ := TY \F−1(B) = F−1(T ′′). Now we prove that F |T ′ is uniquely
determined.
Let E ⊂ TZ be the set of the leaves adjacent to w and of the the edges adjacent
to them. The graph T ′′ := TZ \ E is clearly a tree and we know the preimages of
its leaves by F . Let T ′ be any connected component of TY minus the preimages
of E. This is a tree whose leaves are the elements of Y \ F−1(E ∩ Z) and the
preimages of w′, thus we know the map F on its set of leaves. We define T ′′ to be
the tree of spheres of combinatorial tree T ′ and for which the spheres associated to
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the internal vertices and the attaching points of edges are the same as the one for
T Y . Similarly we define T ′′ from T ′ and T Z .
It is easy to check that the natural restriction F ′ : T ′ → T ′′ of F is a cover
between trees of spheres. As the set of leaves of T ′′ has less elements than the
one of TY and as we know the portrait of F ′, the induction allows reconstruct
F : T ′ → T ′′ from the pair (T ′, T ′′). 
Denote by pi1 the projection on the first coordinate.
Definition 3.4. We define the map
I : r̂atF → M̂odY by setting I := pi1 ◦ [I].
Proposition 3.5. The map I : r̂atF → M̂odY is injective.
Proof. Take F : T Y → T Z in R̂atF. Let v0 be a vertex given by Lemma 3.3.
Let v′0 be its image. Let V0 be the set of the leaves adjacent to v0. The portrait
(F,deg) determines the images of the elements of V0 that have to be adjacent to
v′0. The other preimages of v0 are adjacent to the elements of F
−1 ◦ F (V0). As we
did in the proof of Proposition 3.2, we determine the vertices of the tree TZ and
the map F from the data of TY \ F−1(v′0) by induction on the number of vertices
of TY .
Thus, it is possible to reconstruct the combinatorial tree TZ and the combinato-
rial tree map from T Y . We prove that the attaching points of the edges of TZ on
the vertices of T Z are well determined up to post-composition by automorphisms.
For this, it is sufficient to show that for each internal vertex v of TZ , the attaching
points of Ev are determined by the data of three of them.
For every internal vertex v of TZ , we suppose that we know the attaching points
z0, z1 and z∞ of three distinct edges e0, e1, e∞ on v. For every preimage w of v,
there exists a unique holomorphic cover fw : Sw → Sv mapping the preimages of
the edge e0 (resp. e1, e∞) on z0 (resp. z1, z∞). If e is an edge on v then e has a
preimage e′ on w so its attaching point has to be fw(e′w). 
We define a topology on the set of isomorphism classes of the covers between
trees of spheres via the map I.
3.4. Convergence notion. We define the notion of convergence of a sequence of
marked spheres covers to marked cover between trees of spheres as follows.
Definition 3.6 (Non dynamical convergence). A sequence of Fn := (fn, aYn , aZn ) ∈ RatF
converges to F : T Y → T Z be in R̂atF if and if for all pair of internal vertices
v and w := F (v), there exists sequences of isomorphisms φYn,v : SYn → Sv and
φZn,w : SZn → Sw such that
• φYn,v ◦ aYn : Y → Sv converges to aYv : Y → Sv,
• φZn,w ◦ aZn : Z → Sw converges to aZw : Z → Sw and
• φZn,w ◦ fn ◦ (φYn,v)−1 : Sv → Sw converges locally uniformly outside Yv to
fv : Sv → Sw.
We use the notation Fn → F or Fn −→
(φYn ,φ
Z
n )
F .
Let us prove that this topology is compatible with the convergence notion.
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Lemma 3.7. Let (fn)n and (f
′
n)n be two sequences in RatF. For F and F ′ be in
R̂atF we have:
(1) (quotient)
• if F ∼ F ′, then fn → F ⇐⇒ fn → F ′.
• if fn ∼ f ′n, then fn → F ⇐⇒ f ′n → F .
(2) (unicity of the limit) if fn → F and fn → F ′, then F ∼ F ′.
Proof. If fn −→
(φYn ,φ
Z
n )
F and F ∼(MY ,MZ) F ′ then
fn −→
(ψYn ,ψ
Z
n )
F ′ with ψ?n,v := M?v ◦ φ?n,v.
Moreover, suppose that f ′n ∼(MYn ,MZn ) fn,
if fn −→
(φYn ,φ
Z
n )
F then f ′n −→
(MY ◦φYn ,MY ◦φZn )
F .
So this convergence notion is well behaved under the quotient.
For 2, we suppose that fn −→
(φYn ,φ
Z
n )
F and fn −→
(ψYn ,ψ
Z
n )
F ′ then
F ∼(MY ,MZ) F ′ with m?v := lim
n→∞ψ
?
n,v ◦ (φ?n,v)−1.
Indeed, (a?n,v)n converges to a
?
v and ((ψ
?
n,v ◦ (φ?n,v)−1)? ◦ a?n,v)n converges to a′?v on
Y which contains at least three points, so mv is an isomorphism. 
Corollary 3.8. The convergence notion defined on R̂atF implies the one given by
the topology given by I :
if fn → F then I([fn])→I([F ]).
Proof. Indeed, if (fn : T Yn → T Zn )→ (F : T Y → T Z), then by definition we have
T Yn → T Y , ie I(fn)→ I(F) so in the quotient I([fn])→I([F ]). 
We will prove the reciprocal property in the next section.
Here is a nice property to note:
Lemma 3.9. Let F : T Y → T Z be in R̂atF. Let v be an internal vertex of TY with
deg(v) = degF and let Fn := (fn, aYn , aZn ) ∈ RatF such that Fn −→
φYn ,φ
Z
n
F . Then the
sequence φZn,F (v)◦fn◦(φYn,v)−1 : Sv → SF (v) converges uniformly to fv : Sv → SF (v).
This property is not used in this paper but the interested reader can find a proof
in [A1].
3.5. Compactness. In this section we prove Theorem 2 by the inclusions
• I(ratF) ⊆ I(r̂atF) in Proposition 3.14, and
• I(r̂atF) ⊆ I(ratF) in propositions 3.15.
First note the fundamental result:
Lemma 3.10. Let (fn : S → S)n be a sequence of rational maps of same degree.
Then, there exists a subsequence (fnk)nk and a sequence of Moebius transforma-
tions (Mnk)nk such that (Mnk ◦ fnk)nk converges to a non constant rational map f
uniformly outside a finite number of points.
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Proof. Define x0 =∞. We extract a subsequence in order to have
Xn := f
−1
n ◦ fn(x0)→ X
with multiplicity. Choose y0 ∈ C \X. We extract a subsequence in order to have
Yn := f
−1
n (fn(y0))→ Y
with multiplicity. Choose z0 ∈ C \ (X ∩ Y ). Again, we extract a subsequence in
order to have
Zn := f
−1
n (fn(z0))→ Z.
By construction, for all n we can find a Moebius transformation satisfying:
Mn ◦ fn(x0) =∞, Mn ◦ fn(y0) = 0, Mn ◦ fn(z0) = 1.
Thus we have
∀w ∈ C,Mn ◦ fn(w) =
∏
x∈Xn(w − x)∏
y∈Yn(w − y)
.
∏
y∈Yn(z0 − y)∏
x∈Xn(z0 − x)
.
This sequence of rational maps converges uniformly to a non constant rational map
outside a finite number of points which correspond to X ∩ Y . 
Proposition 3.11. Let (Fn)n be a sequence in RatF. If (I([Fn]))n converges in
SQuadY then (Fn)n converges to a cover between trees of spheres F .
Proof. Let (Fn : T Yn → T Zn )n be a sequence of element of RatF such that
([I](Fn))n converges in TY. Thus by definitionT Yn →φYn T Y ∈ TY.
Fix some charts σZn : SZn → S. For every internal vertex v of T Y , we set
f˜n,v := σ
Z
n ◦fn◦(φYn,v)−1. According to Lemma 3.10, after passing to a subsequence,
we can find a sequence of isomorphisms (Mn,v : S → S)n such that (Mn,v ◦ f˜n,v)n
converges uniformly outside a finite number of points to a non constant holomorphic
morphism f˜v : Sv → S. (Passing to a subsequence does not affect the result here
because we are going to find a F that depends only on T Y .) We set
• σZn,v := Mn,v ◦ σZn ;
• a˜v = limn→∞ σZn,v ◦ aZn ;
• Yv = av(Y ) and Z˜v = a˜v(Z).
Note that f˜v(Yv) = a˜v(Z).
SYn
fn //
φYn,v

f˜n,v

SZn
σn,v

Y
aYn
>>
av   
Z
aZn
__
a˜v~~
Sv
f˜v // S
Claim 1. Let γz be the boundary of a small disk around z ∈ Z˜v. Let y ∈ Yv be
such that f˜v(y) = z. Then there exists γy surrounding y such that f˜v(γy) = γz and
f˜n,v(γy)→ γz.
Proof. Indeed, if γz is small enough, f˜
−1
v (γz) is a loop γy which is the boundary
of a disk containing y and avoiding the other elements of Yv. As on Sv \ Yv, the
convergence is uniform, so f˜n,v(γy)→ γz. 
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Claim 2. For every internal vertex v of T Y , we have cardZ˜v ≥ 3.
Proof. Consider small disks around the elements of Z˜v. Suppose n large enough
such that the f˜n,v(Y ) are in these disks. Denote by DZ the set S minus these disks
and DY := f˜
−1
v (DZ). The Riemann-Hurwitz formula gives
−1 ≥ χ(DY ) = deg(f˜v)χ(DZ)
because Sv has at least three edges and DY has no critical points. As deg(f˜v) ≥ 1,
then χ(DZ) ≤ −1 so cardZ˜v ≥ 3. 
Thus card(a˜v(Z)) ≥ 3. Let tv′ be a triple of points of Z which have pairwise
distinct images by a˜v. Let v
′ be the unique vertex of TZ separating tv′ . As on the
diagram below we use the notation σn,v′ := φ
Z
n,v′ ◦ σ−1n,v.
SYn
f˜n,v
&&
φYn,v

fn // SZn
σn,v

φZ
n,v′

S
σn,v′   
Sv
f˜v
88
fn,v //
fv
55 Sv′
From the choice of tv′ , we know that σn,v′ converges to an isomorphism σv′ .
Thus σn,v′ ◦ f˜n,v → σv′ ◦ f˜v := fv locally uniformly outside a finite number of points
and deg(fv) ≥ 1.
So we have fn,v := φ
Z
n,v′ ◦ fn ◦ (φYn,v)−1 → fv locally uniformly outside a finite
number of points and deg(fv) ≥ 1.
Claim 3. The map F : V Y → V Z that maps v defined by tv to the vertex defined
by tv′ extends to a map between trees.
Proof. Let v1 and v2 be two adjacent vertices in T
Y connected by an edge e
and let v′1 and v
′
2 be their respective images. Let D1 (reps. D2) be a topological
disk neighborhood of the attaching point of e on v1 (reps. v2) and containing
only this attaching point of edge and let C1 (resp. C2) be its boundary. Denote
by An := (φ
Y
n,v1)
−1(D1) ∩ (φYn,v2)−1(D2) ⊂ Sn, Denote by C ′? := fv?(C?) and
A′n := fn(An). We now suppose that n is large enough such that An is an annulus
and does not contain any attaching point of edges. Thus A′n does not contain any
attaching point of edges neither. As the critical points of fn are attaching points
of edges, An does not contain critical points and A
′
n is an annulus.
Suppose that there is a vertex v′ between v′1 and v
′
2. As φ
Z
n,v?(C
′
?)→ C ′?, Lemma
2.19 implies that φZn,v′(A
′
n) tends to Sv′ minus the attaching points of the branches
containing respectively v′1 and v
′
2. As A
′
n does not contain attaching points of edge,
Sv′ has only two attaching points of edges which contradicts the stability of TZ .
Thus F maps two adjacent vertices to two adjacent vertices. 
In particular we proved that the image of the attaching point of e on v? is the
attaching point of F (e) on v′? ie fv?(ev?).
Claim 4. The map F : T Y → T Z defined by F and the fv is a cover between trees
of spheres.
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Proof. Take v′1 := F (v1) with v1 an internal vertex of T
Y . Let e′ := {v′1, v′2}
be an edge of TZ . Let C ′1 (resp. C
′
2) be a topological circle surrounding a disk
D′1 (resp. D
′
2) containing a unique attaching point on v
′
1 (resp. on v
′
2), the one of
e′. Define A′n = φ
Z
n,v′1
(D′1) ∩ φZn,v′2(D
′
2) and suppose n big enough such that A
′
n is
an annulus. Let An be a connected component of f
−1
n (A
′
n). From the Riemann-
Hurwitz Formula, we deduce that An is an annulus. Denote by C1,n and C2,n the
preimages of C ′1 and C
′
2 surrounding An and by D1,n the disks bounded by C1,n
containing An. We suppose n large enough such that the partition of an(Y ) (resp.
an(Z)) given by the two connected components of Sn\An (resp. Sn\A′n) is constant.
Take z2 ∈ Z ∩ Bv′1(F (e)) and z1 ∈ Z ∩ Bv′2(F (e)). Then an(z1) and an(z2) are
respectively in each of the two connected components of Sn\A′n. After choosing a
projective chart σn such that σn ◦ an(z1) = 0 and σn ◦ an(z2) = ∞, we suppose
that Sn = S, an(z1) = 0 and an(z2) =∞.
Denote by
n0 := card{y ∈ Y ∩D1,n | fn(y) = 0}
and
n∞ := card{y ∈ Y ∩D1,n | fn(y) =∞}.
The local degree of fv1 at the attaching point of e is the same as the degree of fv1
on C1,n which is the one of fn on (φ
Y
n,v1)
−1(C1,n), ie
degfv1 (e) = n0 − n∞.
Note that these two cardinals don’t depend on the choice of the pair (z1, z2) in
the connected components of Sn\A′n. Again these cardinals are the same if we
consider D2 instead of D1 because An does not contain critical values. By the
same deductions on v2 we prove that degfv1 (e) = degfv2 (e).
In particular, if n0 6= 0 then φn,v1(D1,n) contains an attaching point of an edge;
thus every preimage of an edge attaching point is the attaching point of an edge.
As the image of an edge attaching point is an edge attaching point, fv : Yv → ZF (v)
is a cover. Moreover the critical points of fv are the limits of the critical points of
φZn,F (v) ◦ fn ◦ (φYn,v)−1 so they are attaching points of edges. 
This concludes the proof of proposition 3.11 because as required we have
Fn −→
(φYn ,φ
Z
n )
F .

Corollary 3.12. The topology given by I is compatible with the convergence notion
defined on R̂atF:
Fn → F if and only if I([Fn])→I([F ]).
Proof. The implication is given by Corollary 3.8. Reciprocally if
I([Fn : T Yn → T Zn ])→I([F : T Y → T Z ])
then according to Proposition 3.11, (Fn)n converges to a cover between trees of
spheres F ′ so I([Fn])→I([F ′]). We deduce that I([F ′]) = I([F ]), thus F = F ′
according to Proposition 3.5. 
We can also directly deduce the theorem assumed in [A1].
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Corollary 3.13. Let yn and zn be two sequences of spheres marked respectively by
the finite sets Y and Z containing each one at least three elements and converging
to the trees of spheres T Y and T Z .
Every sequence of marked spheres covers (fn, yn, zn)n of a given portrait con-
verges to a cover between the trees of spheres T Y and T Z .
Hence we have proven:
Proposition 3.14. The set I(r̂atF) is closed. In particular
I(ratF) ⊆ I(r̂atF).
Let us now prove the reverse inclusion.
Proposition 3.15. The set RatF is dense in R̂atF. In particular we have
I(r̂atF) ⊆ I(ratF).
Proof. Take F : T Y → T Z in R̂atF. In this proof, we don’t distinguish the
spheres at the vertices of T Y and T Z and some of their projective charts arbitrarily
chosen. Take 1 > ε > 0. Take an edge e between two vertices v1, v2. Define by
v′i := F (vi) and denote by e
′ := F (e) the edge between v′1 and v
′
2.
Let A′1 (resp. A
′
2) be an annulus between the circles of radii ε
2 and ε centered
on the attaching point e′v′1 (resp. e
′
v′2
). Let φe
′
ε : A
′
1 → A′2 be an biholomorphism
that exchanges the borders of the two annuli (maps the circle of radius ε2 on A′1 to
the one of radius ε on A′2, reversing the orientation, and reciprocally).
Let Ai be the preimage of A
′
i on vi. We consider an ε small enough such that
the Ai are in neighborhoods of the evi that map with degree degfvi
(evi) and such
that each of these neighborhoods contain a unique edge attaching point. As F
is a covering between trees of spheres, we have de := degfv1 (ev1)=degfv2 (ev2).
We choose one of the de biholomorphisms φ
e
ε that makes the following diagram
commuting:
A1
φeε //
fv1

A2
fv2

A′1
φe
′
ε
// A′2.
As F : EY → EZ is surjective, after repeating this process we obtain some
families Φ of biholomorphisms associated to the edges between the internal vertices
of TY and Φ′ associated to the same one of TZ . We suppose ε small enough such
that all the annuli already defined don’t have common pairwise intersections. For
every internal vertex v of T ?, denote by S?ε,v the sphere S?v minus some topological
closed disks around the attaching points of edges connecting to internal vertices
which are bordered by the Ai (resp. A
′
i) as previously defined (but does not contain
the Ai (resp. A
′
i). We use the notations
SYε :=
⊔
Φ
SYε,v and SZε :=
⊔
Φ′
SZε,v.
Every element y of Y is a vertex of TY which has a unique edge so it is adjacent
to a unique internal vertex vy of T
Y . Denote by ey the attaching point of this edge
on vy. We define a family of injections a
Y
ε : Y → SYε that associate vy to y.
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Claim. For ε small enough, SYε with aY is a marked sphere T Yε and if ε→ 0, we
have
T Yε → T Y .
Proof. The set of internal vertices of TY and edges connecting them is a subtree
T ′ of TY . Thus it satisfies cardV ′ = cardE′ + 1 (see for example [Di, Corollary
1.5.3]). In addition the Euler characteristic of SYε is equal to the sum of the one of
the Sˇεv because the one of an annulus is 0. But the Sˇεv are spheres minus a disk for
each of the edge of v ∈ T ′. So the Euler characteristic of SYε is∑
(2− cardE′v) = 2cardV ′ − 2cardE′ = 2(cardV ′ − cardE′) = 2.
But T Y is connected, so SYε is connected too and it follows that SYε is a topological
sphere. As Φ is a family of isomorphisms, SYε is equipped of a complex structure.
Thus we proved that SYε together with aYε is a sphere marked by Y that we will
denote by T Yε .
Moreover, for every v internal vertex of TY , if we define φε,v an isomorphism
defined by the identity on Sˇεv, then we have T Yε →φε T Y as required because the
Sˇεv tend to the Sv. 
Similarly we construct a family of injections aZε : Z → SZε then the associated
trees of spheres T Zε and we have T Zε → T Z .
We are now ready to prove that the maps Fε := (F|SYε : T Yε → T Zε ) form a
family of covers between marked spheres (for ε small enough) and [Fε]→ [F ].
Indeed, for ε small enough, the SYε,v for v internal vertex of TY form a cover of
SYε and the map Fε restricted on these ones is holomorphic, then fε is holomorphic.
By definition (Fε|Y ,deg|Y ) = F so fε is a cover on the edges. Thus, for ε small
enough, Fε is a cover between marked spheres. In addition we have [T Yε ]→ [T Y ].

4. Dynamics
4.1. Introduction. In this section we suppose that X ⊆ Y ∩Z is a finite set with
at least three elements. We will say that (F , T X) is a dynamical system between
trees of spheres if :
• F : T Y → T Z is a cover between trees of spheres,
• T X is a tree of spheres compatible with T Y and T Z , ie :
– X ⊆ Y ∩ Z,
and for each internal vertex v of TX :
– v is an internal vertex common to TY and TZ ,
– SXv = SYv = SZv , and
– aXv = a
Y
v |X = aZv |X .
Dynamical covers between marked spheres can be naturally identified to dynam-
ically marked rational maps:
Recall that a rational map dynamically marked by (F, X) is a rational map
(f, y, z) marked by F such that y|X = z|X . We denote by RatF,X the set of
rational maps dynamically marked by (F, X) and by ratF,X its quotient modulo
the action by conjugacy of the group of Moebius transformation.
4.2. Conjugacy and compactification.
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Definition 4.1. Two dynamical systems between trees of spheres (F1, T X1 ) and
(F2, T X2 ) are conjugated if there exist two isomorphism between trees of spheres
MY : T Y1 → T Y2 and MZ : T Z1 → T Z2 such that:
F1 ∼(MY ,MZ) F2
and for every internal vertex v ∈ T X1 ,
mYv = m
Z
v .
We denote by DynF,X the set of such dynamical systems between trees of spheres
of portrait F. We denote by dynF,X their conjugacy classes. With this definition
the set ratF,X defined in the introduction is naturally identified to the set of classes
of dynamical systems between marked spheres.
Lemma 4.2. The map that associate to every [(F , T X)] ∈ dynF,X the element
[F ] ∈ r̂atF is an injection.
Proof. Take (F1, T X1 ) and (F2, T X2 ) in DynF,X such that F1 ∼(MY ,MZ) F2. We
want to prove that [(F1, T X1 )] = [(F2, T X2 )].
It is clear that MY |TX1 = MZ |TX1 . Take v an internal vertex of TX1 . As
(F2, T X2 ) ∈ DynF,X we have
aXMY (v) = a
Y
MY (v)|X = aZMZ(v)|X
and as (F1, T X1 ) ∈ DynF,X we have aXv = aYv |X = aZv |X . Thus we deduce that
mYv ◦ (mZv )−1 fixes aZMZ(v)|X which contains at least three elements so we have
mYv = m
Z
v . 
According to this lemma we make an identification of dynF,X in r̂atF and we
define the topology of dynF,X as the restriction of the one in r̂atF. With this
topology we are going to prove Theorem 3.
We have QuadX ⊂ QuadY. Denote by piY,X the natural projection
piY,X : SQuadY → SQuadX .
In the following we define a map ΠY,X from the set of trees of spheres marked by
Y to the one marked by X. We are interested in this map because of the following
observation.
Lemma 4.3. The tree T X is compatible with T Y if and only if
T X = ΠX,Y (T Y ).
Proof. Suppose that T X is compatible with T Y . Then each t ∈ TripX is separated
by a unique vertex vt of ΠY,X(T X) and a unique vertex v′t of T X . We have T X is
compatible with T Y and T Z if and only if ∀t ∈ TripX , aXv′t = a
Y
v′t
|X = avt if and
only if T X = ΠX,Y (T Y ).
Reciprocally , if T X = ΠX,Y (T Y ), the vertices of T X are vertices of T Y and by
construction we have aXv = a
Y
v |X for all v internal vertex of TX . 
We prove in the following that this new map well behave in the quotient by the
natural isomorphism relation as a map ΠY,X .
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Definition 4.4. We denote by ΠY,X the map such that the following diagram
commutes :
M̂odY
BY //
ΠY,X

SQuadY
piY,X

M̂odX
BX // SQuadX .
Let T Y be a tree of spheres marked by Y . Denote by P the collection of partitions
of X associated to the vertices of Y separating three elements of X. Recall that we
defined in Definition 2.4 admissible collections of partitions.
Lemma 4.5. The set P is an admissible collection of partitions.
Proof. 1. By definition the vertices for which we are considering the partitions
separate three elements of X.
2. Let P be a partition corresponding to a vertex v ∈ TY and B ∈ P . Either
B = {x}, or cardB > 1 and in this case, the branch on V corresponding to B
contains at least an internal vertex separating two elements of X. Let v′ be one of
these vertices in this branch which are the closest to v (for the length of [v, v′]). Let
e′ be the edge on v′ connecting v to v′. Then Bv′(e′) = (X \ B). Indeed, suppose
that this is not the case, we find an element x ∈ B ∩ Bv′(e′). Take x1 ∈ B \ {x}
and x2 ∈ X \ B. The vertex separating this triple (x1, x, x2) is between v and v′
(because x, x2 ∈ Bv′(e′) and x, x1 ∈ B) which contradicts the minimality of v′.
3. Suppose by contradiction that we have v1 and v2 two vertices of T
Y for which
the associated partitions of X are P1 and P2 and such that P1 ∩ P2 3 B(6= ∅). Let
B1(resp. B2) be the branch of v1 (resp. v2) corresponding to B. As B ∈ B1 ∩ B2
we have v1 ∈ B2 (or v1 ∈ B2 which is a symmetric case). Let e1 be the edge
on v1 connecting it to v2. Given that v1 separate three elements of X, we find
x ∈ X\(B ∪Bv1(e1)) which is absurd because x /∈ Bv1(e1) so x ∈ B2 ∈ X = B. 
According to Corollary 2.7, the set P determines a unique isomorphism class of
combinatorial trees [TX ]. For all t ∈ TripX, we denote by vt the vertex separat-
ing t in TY . Denote by T X the tree of spheres which combinatorial tree is the
representative of [TX ] for which each internal vertex associated to a triple t is vt
and for which the map associated to each internal vertex v defined by a triple t is
av := avt |X . We use the notation ΠY,X(T Y ) := T X .
Lemma 4.6. The map ΠY,X is continuous as the quotient of the map ΠY,X by the
isomorphism equivalence relation on the marked trees of spheres.
Proof. Indeed, if T Y1 ∼M T Y2 then Π(T Y1 ) ∼M Π(T Y2 ). The formula follows
directly from the definition of ΠY,X and as piY,X is continuous we deduce that the
map is continuous too. Moreover, ΠY,X acts on the marked spheres by restricting
the marking map so it is the map previously defined. 
Proof. (Theorem 3) According to Proposition 3.2 and the defynition of its topol-
ogy, the set r̂atF can be identified to a subspace of ModY ×ModZ .
According to Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.6, we have
dynF,X = {([T Y ], [T Z ]) ∈ r̂atF | ΠY,X([T Y ]) = ΠZ,X([T Z ])}.
So dynF,X is a closed set in r̂atF which is compact. 
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4.3. Convergence. In DynF,X we define the natural convergence notion of a se-
quence in RatF,X as follows.
Definition 4.7 (Dynamical convergence). A sequence (Fn, aYn , aZn )n in RatF,X
converges to (F , T X) ∈ RatF,X if
Fn −→
φYn ,φ
Z
n
F with φYn,v = φZn,v
for all vertex v internal vertex of TX .
We prove that this dynamical convergence is compatible with the topology.
Lemma 4.8. A sequence of dynamical systems between marked spheres converges to
a dynamical system between trees of spheres if and only if it dynamically converges
to this limit.
Proof. Suppose that (Fn, T Xn )n is a sequence of dynamical systems converging
to a dynamical system (F , T X):
Fn −→
(φYn ,φ
Z
n )
F .
For all t ∈ TripX, we define φ˜Yn,t = φXn,t and φ˜Zn,t = φXn,t (see notations following
Remark 2.18). Then, for all triple t ∈ TripY − TripX, we define φ˜Yn,t = φYn,t and for
t ∈ TripZ − TripX, φ˜Zn,t = φZn,t.
For all t ∈ TripX, (φ˜Yn,t)−1 ◦ φ˜Yn,t tends to the identity of St because it converges
to the identity on the three elements of t. Thus we have (Fn, T Xn ) converges dy-
namically to (F , T X) with respect to the families of sequences (φ˜Yn )n and (φ˜Zn )n.

We can now deduce the statement below that was assumed in [A1].
Corollary 4.9. If (Fn)n is a sequence in RatF,X , then after passing to a subse-
quence, there exists (F , T X) ∈ DynF,X such that (Fn, T Xn )n converges dynamically
to (F , T X).
Proof. This corollary follows directly from Theorem 3 and Lemma 4.8. 
Proposition 4.10. We have the following inclusions:
ratF,X ( dynF,X ( r̂atF.
Proof. In [A2] we give an example of element in DynF,X that is not a dynamical
limit of dynamical covers between marked spheres so we have ratF,X ( dynF,X . 
Remark 4.11. In [A2] are proven several general properties about dynamical systems
between trees of spheres which are limits of dynamical systems between marked
spheres called the annuli lemmas and branch lemma. If a dynamical system between
trees of marked spheres (in r̂atF,X) satisfies these lemmas, we can hope that it is
in the closure of ratF but this is still an open question.
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